Dear Niveshaks,

KJ SIMSR tells us in Fingyan,
how Universal Basic Income
(UBI) is the need of the hour
but for different reasons. With
automation eating up even the
skilled jobs, UBI has become
more important to support the
lost jobs.

Financial inclusion is a long
discussed topic in India.
Nachiket Mor committee’s
recommendations
on
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Services for Small Businesses
and Low Income Households
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experienced a free
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fall in its value. This
made the emerging market
These small finance banks
economies vulnerable. This
have a big role to play in
also made the investors wary
bridging the credit gap for
about the Indian markets and
MSMEs and the rural segment,
as result they pulled out money
who need to move away from
from the emerging economies
the agrarian lifestyle.
and placed safe bets in more
mature markets.
Talking on similar lines, former
chief
economic
advisor
The FinFails section tells us
proposed
the
idea
of
the fragile nature of the
implementing the universal
financial crimes and how
basic income which would be
certain actions turn out to be
beneficial for the Indian
catastrophic in hindsight. Rajat
economy. Niyant Thakar from

Gupta, the poster boy for
Indian business leaders was
found guilty of insider trading
charges in early 2009. The
court judgement was purely
based
on
circumstantial
evidence. A badly timed phone
call changed the career of one
of the most inspiring business
leader
in
the
American
corporate world.
The financial world is more
complex than imagined, and
the best source to make and
save money. Pair trading is
one such concept. It is a
market neutral trading strategy
enabling traders to profit from
virtually any market conditions:
uptrend,
downtrend,
or
sideways movement. This
strategy is categorized as a
statistical
arbitrage
and
convergence trading strategy.
Three months into the year
with lot of news to ponder
upon. In few months time, the
investor
community
will
experience more activity due to
elections.
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THE MONTH
THAT WAS

The RBI said that in absolute terms,
the CAD or the gap between inflow and
outflow of foreign exchange in the
current account was USD 16.9 billion in
October-December 2018, up from USD
13.7 billion in the year-ago period. The
deficit, however, had moderated to
USD 19.1 billion or 2.9% of GDP in the
preceding quarter (July-September).

UK Parliament rejects Theresa
May's Brexit deal for the third time
Theresa May’s last-ditch effort to get
her Brexit deal through Parliament
failed, leaving the U.K. with the choice
of crashing out of the European Union.
May had offered to quit as prime
minister in a bid to get the deal over
the line, but even that was not enough
to win over the pro-Brexit hardliners in
her Conservative Party.

Disinvestment receipts beat target
Receipts from the sale of government’s
stake in public sector companies have
crossed the budgeted amount for the
fiscal year, providing the government
some cushion against tax receipts
falling short of the revised estimates.
The government had set a target of Rs
80,000 crore for disinvestment for the
current year, the divestment receipts
have however touched Rs 85,000. The
government has budgeted Rs 90,000
crore from disinvestment in the next
fiscal. In FY18 it had raised Rs 1 lakh
crore.

US Fed's abrupt policy shift invites
Asian central banks to cut rates
The Federal Reserve’s abrupt policy
shift has opened the door for interest
rate cuts across Asia as inflation
remains subdued and economic
growth slows. The focus across the
region is shifting to domestic concerns
as the primary driver of monetary
policy. Central banks in Indonesia and
the Philippines -- among the most
aggressive rate hikers last year -- kept
policy on hold, citing subdued inflation
pressure. The Fed’s decision is also
playing out in developed economies.
The Swiss National Bank held its key
rate.

RBI slaps a penalty on 36 banks for
SWIFT non-compliance
The Reserve Bank has imposed
penalties worth Rs 71 crore on 36
public, private and foreign banks for
non-compliance with various directions
on time-bound implementation and
strengthening of SWIFT operations.
SWIFT is a global messaging software
used for transactions by financial
entities. The massive Rs 14,000-crore
fraud at the PNB was a case of misuse
of this messaging software. The banks
include Bank of Baroda, City Union
Bank, HSBC, ICICI Bank, SBI and Yes
Bank.

Trade deficit pushes CAD to 2.5% of
GDP in Q3
The country's current account deficit
widened to 2.5% of GDP in the third
quarter of the current fiscal from 2.1%
a year ago, primarily on account of a
higher trade deficit though the foreign
exchange reserves continued to soar.
[6]
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Inception
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Portfolio Scaled Values
Value Scaled to 100

Total Investment Value: 10, 00,000
Current Portfolio Value: 22,01,780
Change in Portfolio Value: 8.37%
Change in Sensex: 7.82%

Risk Measures:
Standard Deviation NIF: 16.09
Standard Deviation Sensex: 14.00
Sharpe Ratio: 1.03 (Sensex: 0.99)
Cash Remaining: 37,788

Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance:
The S&P BSE Sensex rallied more than 2,800 points, or 7.8 percent, in March to post its best
monthly gain since 2009 when it had rallied 9.1 percent in the same period. One big sector
which is leading the rally is Nifty Bank. The index hit a fresh record high of 30,648 on Monday,
led by gains in PNB, Bank of Baroda, ICICI Bank, SBI, and HDFC Bank. The investment by
Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs) poured in 34,053 crore rupees compared to domestic
institutional investors which were net sellers to the tune of nearly Rs 14,000 crores in the month
of March. This is the highest ever monthly inflow in the history of Indian stock markets. The
performance of the Indian stock market was best among major markets of the world. Other
markets in Asia performed very poorly compared to India.
The investors diverted the money from real estate and gold to mutual funds given the high
return. The rise in exports, currency, and foreign institutional investors is very encouraging given
the emerging markets across Asia are slowing down due to China’s woes. Corporate earnings
growth is also recovering, and analysts at various brokerage houses expect it to be relatively
more broad-based going forward. Some of the earlier underperforming sectors, which have
been a drag on earnings over the past few years, are starting to turn-around, and this will aid the
earnings recovery cycle, and hopefully, make the market participation more broad-based.

NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND
INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT
AND MONTHLY
PERFORMANCE
Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight

TOP GAINERS FOR THE MONTH
• Asian Granito (40.94%)
• Indiabulls Housing (27.56%)
• Westlife Development (21.05%)
TOP LOSERS FOR THE MONTH
• Lupin (-5.94%)
• PPAP Automotive (-3.79%)
• Maruti Suzuki (-3.77%)
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Way forward
for NBFCs

The Credit from the NBFC sector grew
by 21 Percent on a year on year basis
in Financial Year 2018 while the same
has been 10 percent for the bank credit
growth. The bankers to the NBFCs
have been largely Debt Mutual Funds.

- Tejas Panchal, IIM Shillong

With the default and the sharp hike in
the interest rate of the NBFCs, they
have been subject to back to back
downgrades by rating agencies ICRA
and CARE. Entities such as Reliance
Home Finance, Reliance Commercial
Finance and Reliance Capital being
some of the latest ones to join the list.
Now this had created a Vicious circle
for the NBFC sector as a whole,
because of these downgrades the
source of funding for them has been
scarce and because of which it is
becoming even more difficult for them
to service their debt obligations.

The amount of noise surrounding the
NBFC sector is not only unprecedented
but a jolty call for the finance industry
to wake up and smell the coffee. There
have been mixed signals from a
number of industry experts, with some
people breathing a sigh of relief
thinking that the worst has passed and
some yet walking on eggshells. But the
real question is why was the reaction
so passive? Why was it unprecedented
in the first place.
The answer may not be a surprise for
anyone. Indians have always been a
cautious lot and when it comes to
money, it’s always “Best” to go for the
known and comfortable. NBFC with it’s
not so conventional products and not
so transparent system was just not
worth giving the time of the day. There
is a reason they are called the shadow
banking sector of India.

The magnitude of this impact is
understated,
to
get
things
in
perspective around 15 percent of debt
mutual
funds’
Asset
under
Management are accounted by just 4
companies namely Essel Group,
Dewan Housing Finance, Anil Ambani
Group & IL&FS. Such developments
are more likely to raise concerns about
the Asset-Liability mismatch which
would result in an increase the cost of
funds which has already seen a hike of
around 50-60 basis points & not to
mention the cascading effect on the
overall market. Despite the liquidity
infusion & repo rate cuts by RBI, the
NBFC sector has seen limited benefit

While there do exist a number of
standards and regulations for the
NBFC sector, evidently, they were not
enough to combat the blood bath that
India has been witnessing for the last
year. So, has it really ended? Are we in
the clear? Or is it another sense of
complacency that we would like to get
comfortable in?

[9]
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with the spread for NBFC over corporate
bond yields being 40-50 basis points
higher.

This also appears in the way the
domestic wholesale debt markets appear
to be differentiating among the NBFCs.
Although the overall quantum of bond
issuances picked up in Feb and March
2019. However, LIC & HDFC accounted
for 60% of these bonds.

Now the NBFC sector to meet funding
needs have been scouting for alternative
sources seeing as how the MFs are
trying to reduce their exposure to
NBFCs. Sources such as Public Bond
issuances, asset sell-downs and ECBs
have been looked into.

[10]
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This has been evident by the
aggressiveness by which the NBFCs
have resorted to selling down of their
loan book via direct assignment
/securitisation. The volume for which
has increased 71% in nine months of
FY 2019 as compared to FY 2018. So
it would be foolish to state that we are

[11]

through with the period of turbulence.
Yes, the measures undertaken by RBI
& the government are definitely a
move in the right direction but they
must be cautious enough to realize
that the crisis has been bursting in
phases & must not become complacent
by a few temporary measures.

COVER STORY
SMALL FINANCE BANKS IN
INDIA- ROLE IN FINANCIAL
INCLUSION

COVER STORY
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In 2015, the Reserve Bank of India
gave license to 10 Small Finance
Banks (SFBs) to bring transformation
in the banking sector of India. These
niche banks were shouldered with the
objective
of
bringing
the
disadvantaged population of India into
the formal banking structure. The
nation known for its diversity faces
several challenges of low literacy
levels, people living in remote areas
with low-income levels and having
limited
knowledge
of
financial
institutions.
Thus, Small Finance
Banks have been structured to uplift
the financial structure of this emerging
economy by reaching out to these
people living in inaccessible areas. As
CK Prahalad aptly quotes that there is
a ‘Fortune at the bottom of the
Pyramid’; the SFBs act as a catalyst in
tapping this market segment.

financial requirements [Table 1]. From
the a past two years, after the
formulation,
the
SFBs
have
successfully granted loan of INR
28,261 Cr with a total share of 25%
[Figure 1]. In Q2 FY 17-18, SFBs
facilitated 1.76 Cr loan accounts
[Figure 2] and disbursed 19.07 lakh
micro-credit loans amounting to INR
5,119 Cr. [Figure 3].
Figure 1: Micro credit loan amount outstanding across
lenders

The key objective of Small Finance
Banks is to improve financial inclusion.
Today, India faces a credit gap of
around INR 32.5 trillion. There are
millions of underserved people from
the unorganized sector that need
financial services but do not have
proper documents or collaterals to
take assistance from banks. Either
they have limited knowledge about
various financial schemes or they are
located in remote areas and face huge
opportunity cost to reach the banks
and complete the formalities. . Here,
the role of SFBs come into play as
they are uniquely positioned to reach
these underprivileged sections of the
society and enable them to meet the

[13]

Source: Adhikari (2015), Small is fanciful, Business
Today

Figure 2: Loan accounts and outstanding of SFB

Source: Jeeban Jyoti Mohanty, Leveraging Small
Finance Bank (SFB) In Achieving Financial Inclusion
in India, IJBMI
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Figure 3: Loan disbursed and outstanding of SFB

Table1: Opportunities existing for small finance banks

However, SFBs face numerous
challenges which are as follows:
Firstly, SFBs are required to maintain
compliance with the norms laid out by
RBI. They need to bring down the
equity below 40% initially and then
further down to 26% within 12 years.
A minimum capital of Rs 100 crore is
required and 75% of their credit
needs to be directed towards the
priority sector that includes primarily
agriculture, small business/industry,
microcredit, housing, & education. In
order to focus on small borrowers,
50% of the credit portfolio should
consist of loans up to Rs 25 lakh.
Secondly, there is difficulty in mobilizing

[14]

deposits owing to poor connectivity,
cultural
restraints,
and
stiff
competition. Moreover, it is difficult to
maintain the cash deposits in current
account and saving accounts which
further affects the credit creation.
Thirdly, a key challenge faced by
financial institutions is that gradually
with time, banks lose on their initial
mission of financial inclusion and
instead start reaching out to the
creamy layer of society. Their vision of
serving the financial needs of the
underprivileged sections of society
gets blurred and tarnished with time.
Last but not least, SFBs need to be
careful about the NPAs & also put the

COVER STORY
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risk mitigation processes in place. It is
essential that SFBs overcome these
challenges
&
focus
on
the
development of unserved sections by
looking at their potential. They can
face the competition from other
financial institutions by offering
innovative solutions with regards to
products & interface.
SFBs may also provide training or
advisory service to borrowers as done
by MFIs for Self Help Groups so as to
control the default rate. So, by
implementing a differentiated model,
SFBs can bring a revolution in the
Indian financial structure. There could
be no better time than now for SFBs to
work efficiently as they can increase
their effectiveness by leveraging the
trio of Jan Dhan Yojana - Aadhaar Mobile (JAM) platform initiated by the
government. They can employ the
latest technology which gives them the
advantage of laying down a strong
foundation in comparison to older banks

were changing traditional
methods is difficult.

work

For example, Ujjivan SFB is using
technology and apps to provide quick
financial services. Moreover, SFBs
have no limitation on the geographical
areas. This allows them to achieve
greater inclusion in rural and semiurban areas by providing customized
services suitable to the needs of
clients.
Therefore, SFBs have a huge
relevance in the context of developing
economies like India. They not only
bridge the credit gap but also drive the
growth of MSMEs by meeting their
financial needs. In nutshell, the onus
of financial inclusion, as well as social
inclusion, lies on these niche banks.
They have the ability to change the
landscape of the financial structure of
the Indian economy and become
instrumental in realizing the dreams of
a billion Indians.

[15]
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Rajat Gupta –
From Head Honcho to
Convicted Felon
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Born in a middle class family, Rajat
Gupta found his way to the highly
competitive
world
of
corporate
America. His success is a result of his
arduous journey, that led him to
achieve stellar heights in his career,
that many business professionals just
dream of reaching.
The son of freedom fighter turned
journalist father and a school teacher
mother, he chose the most traditional
path that any aspiring Indian student
would choose in late 60s. He did his
B-tech in mechanical engineering from
IIT Delhi and was ranked 15 in his
batch. Later he got admitted to the
prestigious Harvard business school,
where he studied on a scholarship and
finished top of his class. He went on to
become the global head of consulting
giant, Mckinsey, and was the first nonAmerican to hold that position. Gupta
joined the board of many large
corporations like P&G, Goldman Sachs

[17]

and several non profit organizations.
He was named an advisor to former
US president Bill Clinton and Microsoft
co-founder Bill Gates, Additionally, he
was also appointed as special advisor
on management reform to the then UN
secretary general –Kofi Annan.
With so many things added to his
name, there was one unfortunate
event that changed the entire course
of his career. He fell, or was felled,
things are still not clear. Gupta found
himself entangled in an insider trading
case, involving his long lost friend and
a
hedge
fund
manager,
Mr.
Rajaratnam. It was in December 2009,
right after the financial crises, when
everyone at the street was after
unearthing any scam that came
his/her way. At the airport, on his way
to meet his grand daughters, Gupta
was called by a Goldman Sachs
lawyer. It is then when he knew that
he had become a target of one of the
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most serious financial crimes.
The story goes back in time when
Gupta met the Galleon hedge fund
manager,
Rajaratnam,
through
another Mckinsey employee, Anil
Kumar. Gradually, their relationship
grew, which became the focal point of
debate during the trial. Rajaratnam
invested heavily on many of Gupta’s
initiatives. He also contributed billions
of dollars in The Indian School of
Business, co-founded by Rajat Gupta.
On October 26, 2010 the US
administrative office filed criminal
charges against Gupta. He was
arrested in New York City by the FBI
and pleaded not guilty.
Rajat Gupta’s jury trail began on May
22, 2012. The entire trial revolved
around circumstantial evidence, that
one phone call Mr Gupta made right
after the Goldman Sachs board
meeting, a call which he perhaps
himself regrets making. Mr Gupta
served as an independent director on
the board of Goldman Sachs. The
agenda at the board meeting was the
million dollar investment that Mr.
Warren Buffet was going to make at
Goldman Sachs. Right after the
meeting concluded, Gupta went out of
the room and placed a call to
Rajaratnam. As per the records, the
call went on for about two minutes. Post

the call, Rajaratnam traded & took
certain positions in the stock market,
several minutes before the market
was about to close. Next day, when
the news about Mr. Buffet’s investment
went public, Rajartanam sold off his
position making significant profit from
that trade. Gupta was accused of passing
on confidential information to Rajaratnam.
Details of the wiretap recordings and
trading activity was investigated at
length by the court, however, no
concrete evidence of confidential
information being passed on, could be
established.
The
prosecution
eventually focused on the timings of
the phone call, the trade being made
and the relationship between the
subjects, as their primary argument.
On June 15, 2012, Gupta was found
guilty on three counts of securities
fraud and one count of conspiracy. He
was sentenced to two years in prison.
The court’s order came as a shock to
many, who still could not believe the
turn of events. Several letters from big
corporate leaders from all over the
world, flew to Mr Gupta’s place; some
sympathising, others criticizing the
court’s order. Mr Gupta was released
from federal prison on 5th January
2016. He recently published his book,
‘Mind without fear’ where he describes
his time in jail.

[18]
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Universal Basic
Income - A
necessity in
Industry 4.0 World
- Niyant Thakar, KJ SIMSR
“Give a man a fish and you feed him a
day; teach a man to fish and you feed
him for a lifetime”
Okay! But what will happen when
instead of teaching a man to fish you
start teaching a machine to fish using
Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning. And in the world where
teaching those men AI & Machine
learning is not as simple as teaching
fishing. Basically, reskilling becoming
difficult day by day worldwide. So, the
question comes in mind is “Then how
do you feed a Man?” and the idea of
Universal Basic Income (UBI) is born.
An Idea which promises a dignified life
for all citizens. What is UBI exactly?
The idea is that every man has a right
to a basic income to cover needs,
simply because they are citizens of
that particular nation.
Glimpse of the Past
The past 30 years have seen
fundamental restructuring of economic
systems of the world. These happened
post 1980s through globalization of the
world which initiated with financial
globalization that had integrated all
economies of individual nation which
resulted in free trade, free movement of

capital, labour, technologies & ideas. It
ultimately helped in bringing global
prosperity. But as our old saying goes
“There are two sides to every coin” and
so do globalization. It has it’s benefit
but along with it has a certain set of
problems too like:
• Huge concentration of Wealth
(Oxfam reports are more than
sufficient reference to understand
it),
Power,
Leadership
&
Opportunities which has its own
negative fall out
• Technological
advancement
resulted in growing automation and
the next level of automation like
Artificial Intelligence is yet to arrive.
These technologies are resulting in
diminishing of traditional jobs.
Unfortunately, education and skill
sector is not able to keep pace with
such
rapid
technological
advancement not only in India but
also worldwide. We are not able
skill & reskill people for such new
jobs.
• Reducing number of regular jobs
resulting in more temporary jobs
with no stability
There are real risks of social instability
everywhere, as manifest in some
political changes we see around us in
the form of trade war, rise of
nationalism, etc. which are shaking up
the foundation of Globalization. The
universal basic income idea is a
response to this universal crisis!
Impact of Industry 4.0
Figure 1 shows how robot-to-worker
ratio is rising and it is bound to grow

[19]
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Figure 1

Figure 3

further in future due to concepts like
Industry 4.0 which consist of AI,
Machine Learning, 3D printing etc.
People are already talking about fully
automated factories operated by robots
which is resulting in wipe out of
traditional unskilled & semiskilled
labour jobs. And if these people are not
provided with alternate job opportunity
that might give rise to social instability.

automated, truck drivers will be
replaced by self-driving trucks, mail
carrier will be replaced by drones &
inhouse 3D printing machine no need
to transfer product physically, Fast food
cook will lose jobs since quick service
restaurants processes have fixed set of
steps to be followed which will be
sooner or later automated. If we are
accepting technology, we also need to
accept erosion rate of job happening
due to it. And to tackle these problem
UBI is only option visible as of yet.

Figure 2

Developed worlds are badly impacted
and developing worlds are also now
able to feel the heat because of lack of
sufficient social safety nets. In the
coming 5 to 6 years large scale
landscape change will happen. And we
need to be prepared for it. UBI as a
concept is a response plan in these
contexts which is discussed worldwide.
Not just manufacturing jobs but every
sector will be equally disrupted.
Insurance underwriters will be replaced
by AI & machine learning based
software, farming & construction will be

[20]

Figure 4

Research shows high skilled jobs will
not be replaced with the rate at which
low skilled jobs are replaced because
of mental faculty these people
possess. AI & Machine learning have
not yet advanced enough to replace
white collar jobs but blue-collar jobs
are easily replaced.
Who supports such ideas?
UBI idea at the 1st sight appear to be
inducing some moral hazard, making
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people lazy, inefficient and extremely
lethargic but there seems to be across
the spectrum support to this idea.
Technically, both the left-leaning and
right-leaning thinkers find good points
in UBI - Left-leaning think it fosters
social justice, & equal opportunity for
people; Right-leaning say that it
restores individual choice/freedom, &
reins in the State
All those who find large-scale welfare
schemes wasteful, and not focussed
are also in support of UBI. No matter
how large the systems one devices for
social welfare schemes leakages are
bound to happen. And for countries like
India with huge population where
schemes like midday meal itself serves
to 15 crore school children, leakage
may result in massive losses. But in
UBI once you identify beneficiary then
it becomes day-to-day operation and
coupled with JAM trinity leakages can
be plugged. So, identification of
beneficiary is the core challenge.
World View
States like Finland, (Kela Scheme) are
conducting a 2-year experiment on
UBI’s effect on unemployed people
(started in 2017) so that based on
results they can roll-out this scheme
across the nation. Few stats for better
understanding:

Ontario, Canada rolled it out on an
experimental
basis
(unconditional
income guarantee). Netherland’s cities
have launched municipal level trials.
Barcelona in Spain tried out changes to
anti-poverty programmes with UBI. UN
agencies have tried it in few villages of
Madhya Pradesh. So, after closely
observing multiple experiments across
the world right from village level at MP
to Municipal level at Netherland to
National level in Finland now the
general consensus is developing that
UBI really is not a bad idea.
The India Case
Some time ago, the Economic Survey
of India (prepared by ex-CEA Arvind
Subramanian) spoke of a “Universal
Basic Income” for citizens. UBI is a
radical idea because we have to
rationalize hundreds of government
schemes and bring UBI as a single
alternative, we can’t have both of them
running simultaneously since we do not
have fiscal space to run both of them
together. Thus, by its very nature this
idea is massively disruptive.

[21]
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A
UBI
system
promises
an
uncompromised social safety net- a
dignified life for everyone. No such
social safety net is practically available
for citizens who are not currently a
government employee at local body,
state level or central level. Poverty in
India has been reduced substantially
from 1947 to 2018, through several
schemes.
Tendulkar
Committee
estimates tell us that it went from 70%
of population to 22% (in 2011-12).
Problems in existing schemes areleakages, manipulation, exclusions,
inefficiencies, corruption. These results
in wastage of tax payer’s money &
national wealth. So, the Economic
Survey looked at UBI as an alternative
to social welfare scheme aimed at
poverty alleviation even further.
Few statistics to understand the
issue better:
The recent estimates made at the
National Institute of Public Finance and
Policy (NIPFP) suggest that subsidies
(central plus state) that go to better-off
people (non-merit subsidies) amount to
about 5% of GDP. Also, the central
budget alone shows ‘revenue foregone’
coming to about 6% of GDP. If onethird of this revenue foregone is made
available for this purpose, added to
non-merit subsidies, it comes to 7% of
GDP. This is not a small sum.
It is more than twice the total amount
currently spent on all anti-poverty
programmes. India Budget 2018- total
950 central sector/ centrally sponsored
schemes. Top 11 schemes= 50% of
Budget allocation. Largest are the PDS

(food subsidy), Urea subsidy &
MGNREGS. Total schemes including
states is much larger and so these
numbers will increase in proportion to
GDP. These means that UBI is possible
only if these schemes are tremendously
rationalized. But then rises another
question that with the amount which
people get from UBI will they be able to
purchase the services which they were
previously getting through other existing
multiple schemes?
Special case of Sikkim:
Now, Sikkim is all set to launch it soon,
on an unconditional and universal
basis! The ruling party of Sikkim has
included it in the manifesto, and wants
to launch it by 2022. They want to have
unconditional cash transfer to citizens.
Sikkim might be able to do it because of
following reasons:
Literacy Rate: 98%
Monthly per capita expenditure:
Rs. 1444.06 (Rural areas)
Rs. 2538.11 (Urban areas)
BPL:
41.43% (1994)
8.19% (2011-12)
But their main catalyst will be their
hydroelectric power. A surplus power
generating state, that exports 90% of
2.2 GW hydel power. So, Sikkim may
be ideal for UBI. All other schemes may
be subsumed before any UBI is
launched. Sikkim may be able to do it
but if we talk about say for example
Uttar Pradesh or any other large Indian
state, it might not be able to bring such
scheme due to sheer size and scale
difference across various parameters.
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How UBI will work?
Without the need to work, or the desire
to work, a UBI offers periodic, regular,
direct cash payment to individual
citizens. It works on five principles:
• Not one-off grants; regular payments
• No food vouchers or service
coupons etc.; direct cash transfers
• Universally applicable irrespective
of caste, religion, gender, etc
based on policy framed by govt.
• Payments made to individual citizens
• Unconditional payments
So, to get the funds to run a UBI
scheme, we need to focus on:
• Scale of the Project
• Quantum of income to be
transferred (Rs.1000, 2000 or 3000)
• Source of funding for UBI
• Cuts in other subsidies & transfers

The income disparities across state &
within society may make it very tough to
implement with multiple design level
issues. Sikkim is workable, but UP &
other states might not be. So, World Bank
suggested concept of “Progressive
Universalism” – step by step for
complex country like India. In addition,
some conditional access is needed to
ensure priority to the lowest earners.

Practical Problems in India
Risks: Big schemes like Mid-Day Meal,
PMGSY,
NHM,
PMAY,
SSA,
MGNREGS, PDS cannot be simply
scrapped. What will replace the
services? Only cash transfer may not
give guarantee that services will be
available too. Let’s understand this with
an example of Midday meal where 15
crore children in India up to 8th Std.
receives nutritious food everyday under
this scheme. What’s the guarantee that
child will get same nutritious food under
UBI after transferring cash to their
parent’s bank account. Will parents
provide nutritious food to children
through UBI cash and not spend this
money elsewhere? Also, practically will
they be able to purchase such nutritious
food with UBI cash at individual level?
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Because under Mid-Day Meal we are
getting advantage of Economies of
Scale (15 crore children are by no
means a small number!) and thus we
are getting nutritious food at much
cheaper rate. Getting it at same price
with same nutrition level might not be
possible at individual level.
So how it can be relevant for India? If
we are able create a mechanism which
can allow successful social welfare
schemes run along with UBI and a
thorough study and rectification of
poverty line is made then this scheme
can be implemented in India to
targeted people below poverty line.
Conclusion
UBI will have few advantages like mini-

mizing exclusion errors, poverty is
directly reduced via cash transfer &
they can spend rationally as per
personal choice. Other schemes will
be subsumed so administrative
efficiency will be improved. But there
are few aspects of UBI for which we
still need to find answers like Inclusion
errors can be high (the affluent are
included), Market dynamics may
increase or decrease the spending
power of cash, and Social issues (like
Moral hazard of people becoming lazy
and inefficient, Gender disparities may
mean men controlling spending). But
with the world moving towards
Automation & Industry 4.0, entire
socio-economic fabric is changing
fundamentally and we need to have
some alternative like UBI in place.
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PAIR TRADING
Pairs trading is a market neutral
trading strategy enabling traders to
profit from virtually any market
conditions: uptrend, downtrend, or
sideways movement. This strategy is
categorized as a statistical arbitrage
and convergence trading strategy. It is
a non-directional, relative value
investment strategy that seeks to
identify 2 companies or funds with
similar characteristics whose equity
securities are currently trading at a
price relationship that is out of their
historical trading range. The concept
comes from the belief that similar
assets should be priced in the same
manner. So, it tries to find an
opportunity in the market where the
assets would be priced equally or the
movement between 2 or more assets
or class of assets should follow a
similar pattern as followed in the past.
The
strategy
monitors
the
performance of two historically
correlated securities. When the
correlation between the two securities
temporarily weakens, i.e. one stock
moves up while the other moves
down, the pairs trade would be to
short the outperforming stock and to
long the underperforming one, betting
that the "spread" between the two
would eventually converge. The
divergence within a pair can be
caused by temporary supply/demand
changes, large buy/sell orders for one
security, the reaction for important
news about one of the companies. This
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can be applied in case of stocks
trading in the same sector, the stock
has the same beta or on the basis of
cyclicity of the economy
To measure these relationships, the
pairs trader will use statistics,
fundamentals, technical analysis, and
even probabilities. One of the main
keys to pairs trading is finding strong
correlations
between
financial
instruments, thus building a foundation
for further analysis. The empirical data
are then dissected to unearth
information that allows the trader an
efficient and methodical way of
executing successful trades.
Example: the US 10 year T-Bonds &
Australian 10 year T-Bonds have a
historical spread of 0.5. This means
historically when the yield of US 10
year bond was 2% then Australian
bonds yield approximated around
1.5%. But currently the yield spread is
0.8 where the US bond is having a
yield of 2.6% and Australian bond has
a yield of 1.8%. To benefit from this
knowledge the trader will go long on
Australian bond and short on US bond
on the belief that spread will come to a
long run equilibrium. In this manner,
the trader would create a risk-neutral
strategy where the trader is not betting
on whether the market would turn
bullish or bearish. If the traders
believe turns out correct then he will
earn money out of the trade but if the
market goes against this then he
might have to incur double loss where
US Treasury will move further up and
Australian Bond yield will fall down.
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The Dhandho Investor
They streamlined and structured its
operations by removing all help and
managing it through family members.
Now we know about the American
Motel Industry dominated by them.
Book also explains with examples of
Mittals,
Manilals
and
Richard
Branson who all took courage to
undertake the success journey by
this
principle.
The
Dhandho
philosophy quite well matches with
Benjamin Graham, Warren Buffet
and Charlie Munger approach of
Value Investing.

The book is written with a
comprehensive
value
investing
framework for the individual investor.
Normally we all have learned in our
finance class that high risk
associated with the high return but
the book talks about the Dhandho
approach of Low risk’s association
with high returns. We can see that
the book is skewed more towards
value investing and only a few
chapters on selling.

Mohnish Pabrai paid $ 650,100 to
meet Oracle of Omaha, Warren
Buffet, over lunch and came in the
limelight. He is a US-based fund
manager and a value investor.
The Low-Risk Value Method to High
Returns is the fundamental approach
followed by Gujratis. Dhandho traces
its origin in Gujrati word and Sanskrit
root word in which it means all
endeavours to generate wealth.

Overall it is an exciting book and can
be finished in one sitting. It starts
with success stories and then picks
up with the mathematical approach
of investing.

The book very well explains the
Dhandho principles through example
of Indian Patels who migrated from
Uganda and were not able to find
competent job. Motivated by this
failure they invested in motels which
were at a cheap valuation in America.

The essence of this book can be
narrowed down in a single sentence
to Heads I win, tails I don't lose
much.
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